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INTRODUCTION The reconstruction of a meteorite's exposure history depends on an under- 
standing of how the production ratea of cosmogenic nuclides are influenced by the meteorite's size 
and composition, and by the sample's location. These factors in turn can be determined if one 
knows the relative contributions of primary cosmic rays and secondaries to the production of 
nuclide x from target element y. Over the past three years a series of modeling experiments has 
been carried out, in which granodiorite spheres 10 cm, SO cm, and 50 cm in diameter were isotrop 
ically exposed to 600 MeV proton beams in order to simulate the 4r-irradiation of meteoroids. 
Short-lived and long-lived radioisotopes M well as stable nuclides have been measured in cosmo- 
chemically significant target elements at varioua l&ations within the spheres. The goal of these 
experiments is to obtain absolute cross sections, and depth profiles, and to determine the relative 
contributions of primary and secondary cosmic rays. Englert e t  d.' and Michel ct  of? provide a 
detailed description of the experimental methods. Middleton and Klein' describe the technique 
used for M ~ l  analysis. Here we summarise some recent work that includes over 40 new analyses 
of ''Be and 20 of 'dAl. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS The spherea were irradiated at CERN. A controlled combi- 
nation of rotational and translational motion mimicked the effects of isotropic irradiation'. Esti- 
maks of the flux come from counting q a  and " ~ a  produced in monitor foils placed in front of 
the spheres and from geometric considerations. Englert ct  d.' describe the chemical methods 
used to isolate "h and "A1 which we analysed by accelerator mass spectrometry. The '"Be con- 
tents were determined both at Rutgers Univ. and the Univ. of Penna. The "A1 measurements 
were made at the Univ. of Penna. To obtain production rates for oxygen, we subtracted meas- 
ured values for Si from those for quarts with the appropriate stoichiometric correction. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Cross sections measured for the production of '@Be in thin 
targets that were positioned near the surface of the SO cm sphere agree well with literature values 
(table I), and particularly with those of ref. (4). As expected, production of '@Be from oxygen is 
largest and from Si smallest. The uncertainties include counting statistics, errors of flux asess- 
ment and an additional 5% for chemical preparation. 

In table 2 we present the average '''Be and " ~ l  production rates in targets irradiated within 
the spheres. These production rates differ from the thin target results for two reasons. First, as 
the incident beam penetrates the sphere it loses energy. Published cross sections' indicate that 
direct 'a production will fall accordingly. Second, the priplary proton beam creates secondary 
particles that contribute significantly to the o k e d  production rates. 

On the other hand, the results of table 2 may approximate, albeit roughly, the ''Be and ' 6 ~ 1  
production in meteoroids by cosmic rays. With one exception, Plo(0) in the lOcm sphere, the 
trends for Plo are the same for all four elements in all three spheres: comparable values in the 10 
and SOcm spheres and 33% lower values in the 50cm sphere. Accordingly, the ratios 
Plo(X)/Plo(Mg) [X= 0, All or Si] are virtually identical, with the one exception noted above. 
This observation helps to justify the use of production rate formulss for ''Be in which the elemen- 
tal coefficients stand in fmed ratioa. The decrease in Plo in the largest sphere suggests that the 
development of the secondary cascade no longer compensates for decreasing production due to pri- 
maries. 
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The production rate from Si behaves differently, increuing steadily from the smallest to 
the largwt sphere, a trend that parallels that calculated for meteorites6. The Merence between 
P l o  and PZ6 may reflect the lower Q values for the reactions %i(n or p , ~ ) " ~ l .  

Mg has received attention as a possibly significant target for "A1 production in extraterres- 
trial materials. Our results indicate that Mg contributes less than 2% of the total in the model 
system. 

One of the surprising results is the large secondary contribution to ''Be production. We 
have used our results for the lOcm sphere and a nuclear-transport calculation to estimate the con- 
tributions of primary and of secondary particles to "'Be production (see table 3). The last column 
shows that secondary particles give rise to 1845% of the total. The fraction of '%e production 
due to secondaries decreases with increasing target mass. 
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Table 1. l%e Produetion CrorcSectionr Table 3. lo& Production Rate in Center o f  l 0 c m  Sphere 

Target Proton pPnvioarly 
Element Beam Energy Experiment Valuer Target Production TotaI Production Production 
0 600 MeV 1.52 f 0.12mb 1.94 f o . ~ m b  from Primaries from Secondaricl 

550 MeV 1.n f O.lOmbt (calculated) ( m e ~ u r e d )  (% contribution) 

~g 600 M ~ V  1 . 0 ~  f 0.07mb 1.27 * 0 3 m b *  0 4 8 5  f 3.0 74.4 f 13.4 35% 

A1 600 MeV 1.16 f 0.07mb 

Si 600 MeV 0.63 f 0.046mb 0.82 f 0.15mbf Si 115 f 0.6 14. * 2.0 18% 
1000 M ~ V  1.00 f 0.20mbZ 

*-beck & yiou4 ' ~ c d i e u ~  *Amin, e t  04. ' All raten have units: atoms g-l s-I with flux of 1 pro- 

ton cm-' m-'. 

Table 2. Average '%e and 16Al Production Rates  

Sphere Nuclide Target 

Dia (em) Mg A1 Si SiO, 0 

All production rates have units: 10-a atoms g-' s-' with flux of 1 proton ern-%-'. 
Values in this table are averages over the entire diameter and therefore differ slightly from those 

in table 2 (for lOcm sphere) which are for center only. 
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